Supplies Needed:
8 ½x11 Light blue construction paper
3x11-inch strip of green paper for grass
2x-11inch strip of green paper to make stems and leaves
Crayons or markers
Double-stick tape and glue stick
Small scraps of paper to use for 3-D effect
Scissors
Flower Template print out
Glitter, gems, or other embellishments (optional)

Instructions:
Print flower template. Color the pictures. Cut the pictures apart. Cut the 3-inch piece of green paper to make the scallops.
Cut the 2 in green paper into strips to make the stems and leaves. Glue stems in place. Glue grass in place.
Glue down flowers # 1, 1, & 1 on stems of choice.
Now working with the tulip #2. Use double-stick tape and some rolled up scrap paper and stick on top of Tulip#1 in the center. Use glue stick around edge of larger tulip #2. (Omit glue on top part of tulip). Glue in place as shown in picture.
Take the #2 daffodil image and make cuts in-between the leaves towards and up to the larger circle in the center. Fold the leaves as shown in picture.
Use double-stick tape and a small piece of scrap paper and tape to center of #3 peony. Now glue or tape #2 piece on top. Glue #3 piece on top in the center.
Glue or tape the butterfly and ladybug wherever you like. That’s it your picture is finished!
Color the pictures. Cut each picture out. The numbers represent the order each flower should be layered and pasted to your picture.